[2015] During an idle moment I was, as often,
drawing letterforms in my notebook. They had a
kind of liquid form, making them look very natural
to me. When I dissected the forms afterwards
I noticed that the characters were in fact tubular
assemblies, as you can see on the page with the
outline versions of the letters.
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> poster for the exhibition
« Princess Europe » - ‘Huis
van het Beeld / La Maison de
l’Image’ Brussels 2010 font application 2015
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looking for the right shapes,
hesitating whether a serif
would be appropriate or not
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construction method for
some of the characters
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Suggestie bijdrage: 5 euro.
Breng zelf een koude
vegetarische lunch
mee om te delen.
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Kinderanimatie.
google: Boeddhadag Gent

vorm en lettertypes johnny bekaert

Vrije toegang.

v.u. F. De Waele, Elyzeese Velden 10, 9000 Gent

< poster for the
« Buddha Day Ghent »
Zen Sangha 2015
logo ‘Maritime and navigation
service of the LanguedocRoussillon’ France 1979 front of an invitation card,
1979 – font application 2015
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[2013-2015] The design and fine-tuning of
the previous, highly engineered fonts began
to take its toll, my enthusiasm to continue
had crashed ... I wanted to go for a more
playful and looser approach. Because this
font gives a rather strange alien impression,
reminiscent of a kind of hieroglyphics, I gave
it a name that refers to the Roswell incident.

sketches from my notebook
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poster for the ‘Typo Days
Mumbai 2019’ - India
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ROSWELLIAN

exploring the shape
of the characters
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QUODIC

[2015] I was playing with round and straight
shapes, making abstract compositions with
them. Eventually this resulted in a font whose
characters consist of four elements. In compiling
the characters I gave each of these forms their
own color, to distinguish them from one another.
The final result is a heterogeneous and playful
font, on which I worked with great pleasure.

PERFECTION IS
JUST AS SEXY
AS FALSE TEETH.

the four building elements

what about
GRAPHIC DESIGN?

first characters realised
with this method
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What about?
personal poster 2015
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Les aventures de

TINTIN

- hergé -

& milou • par hergé

homage to Hergé
& his ‘Tintin’ 2015
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TINTIN
objectif lune
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QUODIC

- hergé -

TINTIN
milou & haddock
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three days of living, handmade music

ns 2017
Ham Sessi

Laughing Bastards
Chris Joris Home Band
HUS & the Next Generation
Thunderblender
Les Chroniques de l’Inutile
Ben Sluijs Quartet
Brain//Child
Fabrik
Ghent Folk Violin Project

For the friends,
the crew and
the sponsors
of Ham Sessions 2017
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Ham Sessions – HAM 006 – SABAM

« Ham Sessions 2017 »,
compilation CD, Ghent 2018
the building process
in progress

Laughing Bastards
Chris Joris Home Band
HUS & the Next Generation
Thunderblender
Les Chroniques de l’Inutile
Ben Sluijs Quartet
Brain//Child
Fabrik
Ghent Folk Violin Project

For the friends,
the crew and
the sponsors
of Ham Sessions 2017

Ham Sessions 2017

Nine handcut slices of life

three days of living, handmade music

Nine handcut slices of life

cover catalogue « Boobs
Art », exhibition ‘Huis van
het Beeld / La La Maison de
l’Image’ Brussels 2017
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> poster for Madrid
Gràfica 2018 - ‘Person City
/ Ciudad Persona’

[2019] I was commissioned to realize the
logotype for a department of a French
university. In one of the proposals, I made
a grid as the basis for drawing the letters.
Eventually, another of my proposals was
chosen. Nevertheless, I was so enthusiastic
about this grid that I continued to build on
it. Countless fonts were already designed on
a grid, so I wanted to use this grid as a basis
to play freely, with the intention to bring
the letters to the edge of legibility.

> poster for the ‘Typography
Day 2019’ on the theme of
‘The Dance of Typography’
Mumbai India - 2018
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griddo
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